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I’olume 8 of the Gmelin---Durrer Metallurgy of Iron continues the man- 
moth task begun wit,h the publication of Volume 1 in !964. II covers the 
practice of steelmaking by routes other than those involving oxygen-blown 
convertors. The first part, (72 pagesj deals with the> open hearth process which, 

though declining in importance, still accounted for 20:;; of’ world raw steel 
production in 1982. There-1 is detailed discussion of heating. c~~~~tructjon, and 
lining and of melting practice for various hot metal-scrap Leeds ~(1 variou% 
alloying elements. The secaond and biggest part (I 00 pages) covers ~~lcctricS 
arc furnace processes, with sections on design and const,ruc.tio!l, t>nvxonmcntal 
protection and shop layout. Technology and metallurgy rcharging, mt,ltdown, 
refining and alloying 1 and melting practice are discussed in I tt-<j chaptrrs. 
one devoted to basic and the other to acid practi<ae. Shorlrr :,ec‘tioris thf>n cover 
induction melting (24 pages), plasma melting (15 pagcsi, dire{.! c>urre:lt electric 

arc furnaces (4 pages i and i:ontinuous steelmaking ( 5 pagr~ 1. -4s ii? i2reviou.G 
volumes the text and diagrams are bound separately. 

These volumes provide much more than an entree to the literature. IBy 
setting steelmaking practicxc ii? a historical perspective (bravely projecting 
into the future as well as reviewing the past I and by linking basic metallurgical 
theory with production, they show st,eelmaking as a flexible, adaptive on-going 
activity. Details do not ob,i!*ure principles and the painstaking thoroughness 
of the contributors does not detract from the clarity of their writing. The 
literature has been covered to 1.983, though there are aiso a number of 1984 
references. As always with volumes of Gmelin, t-he technical printing and 
illustration are of the highest quality. 

L’nfortunately the price of these books will mean that they are held only 
by the wealthiest libraries. Wut there they will be invaluable to industrial and 
university metallurgists, to managers with many years’ experience and to 
students discovering for ihr first time the intellec.tuai conier~t ofi slreimaking 
practice. 

Phosphorus. An Outline of its Chemistry, Biochemistry and Technolog>l, 3rd 
edit. (Studies in Inorganic Chemistry Sj; by D.E.C. Corbridge. Mswier Science 
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A glance at the contents of the twelve chapters that comprise the 3rd edi- 
tion of this book namely: 1 introduction and Hackground, 3. Phosphides 


